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https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0134717


Dataset 표기

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/JY3KIT

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/JY3KIT


두 Supplement의
차이는? 



https://www.jeehp.org/DOIx.php?id=10.3352/jeehp.2018.15.19

https://www.jeehp.org/DOIx.php?id=10.3352/jeehp.2018.15.19


Dataset 표기: 본문









 re3data.org
 By offering detailed information on more than 2,000 research data 

repositories, re3data has become the most comprehensive source of 
reference for research data infrastructures globally.

 The use of re3data.org is also recommended in the European 
Commission’s “Guidelines on Open Access to Scientific Publications and 
Research Data in Horizon 2020”.

https://www.re3data.org/

https://www.re3data.org/




https://dataverse.org/journals

https://dataverse.org/journals


Use Dataverse for publishing your authors’ data 
and making it citable
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 Dataverse is a data sharing platform
1. Set up a journal dataverse

2. Set up a journal dataverse with data curation & verification

3. Integrate your journal's manuscript submission system with 
Dataverse

4. Recommend Dataverse to authors



Use Dataverse for publishing your authors’ data 
and making it citable
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 특정 repository 생성

 복수 repository 수용



Use Dataverse for publishing your authors’ data 
and making it citable
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 Dataverse is a data sharing platform
1. Set up a journal dataverse

저널별 별도의 공간에 저장

투고 확정 후 저자들에게 데이터제출을 요청함

수집된 것을 Dataverse repository가 편집인에게 알리고 검토

예시저널 제시됨



 저자 안내사항(예시) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mxdz0yMx3_598r5W_FW4Bjse4dpbeYtu8USTi4_qbEU/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mxdz0yMx3_598r5W_FW4Bjse4dpbeYtu8USTi4_qbEU/edit


Use Dataverse for publishing your authors’ data 
and making it citable
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 Dataverse is a data sharing platform
2. Set up a journal dataverse with data curation & verification

This dataset underwent an independent verification process that 

replicated the tables and figures in the primary article. 

By Odum Institute for Research

https://dataverse.org/journals
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/ZRZGTT

https://dataverse.org/journals
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/ZRZGTT


Use Dataverse for publishing your authors’ data 
and making it citable
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 Dataverse is a data sharing platform
3. Integrate your journal's manuscript submission system with 
Dataverse

투고시스템 내에서 통합돼 있어서 자동으로 원고 제출 시에 데
이터를 함께 제출 가능



Use Dataverse for publishing your authors’ data 
and making it citable
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 Dataverse is a data sharing platform
4. Recommend Dataverse to authors

Recommended Data Repositories



Recommended Data Repositories

 Data should be submitted to discipline-specific, community-
recognized repositories where possible, or to generalist repositories 
if no suitable community resource is available.

https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#general

https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#general


 Recommended Data Repositories

https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#general

Recommended Data Repositories

https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#general


https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/15524930

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/15524930


https://repositoryfinder.datacite.org/

https://repositoryfinder.datacite.org/




Repository 비용(사례) 

 Current partners include Dryad and FlowRepository. We 
are expanding the current selection of partners to 
integrate with more data centers. PLOS is repository 
agnostic; provided that data centers meet our baseline 
criteria (license and availability, reliability, preservation) 
that ensure trustworthiness and good stewardship of 
data, we would accept data submitted in those locations.

 Partner repositories may have a data submission fee. 
PLOS is not able to cover this fee and authors are under 
no obligation to use any specific repository. PLOS does 
not gain financially from our association with any 
integrated partners.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/data-availability#loc-faqs-for-data-policy

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/data-availability#loc-faqs-for-data-policy


Repository 비용(사례)

https://datadryad.org/pages/payment

https://datadryad.org/pages/payment


Repository 비용(사례) 

 … Please note that Dryad has a Data Publication Charge. 
For authors selecting the service, this fee will be charged 
by Dryad to the author if/when the related manuscript is 
accepted for publication, so there is no charge while 
manuscripts are under review. PLOS does not gain 
financially from our association with Dryad, which is a 
nonprofit organization.

http://blogs.plos.org/tech/make-data-sharing-easy-plos-launches-its-data-repository-integration-partner-program/

http://blogs.plos.org/tech/make-data-sharing-easy-plos-launches-its-data-repository-integration-partner-program/


Dataset을 인용할 때의 기술방법

10.7910 은 Harvard Dataverse Dataset의 고유 prefix



Dataset 인용방법

 Harvard Dataverse 계정



Dataset 인용방법

 A Data Citation Roadmap for Scientific Publishers 

 Style별 기술방법을 안내

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2017/01/19/100784.full.pdf

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2017/01/19/100784.full.pdf


Dataset 인용방법

 인용할 때 필요한 필드

http://blogs.nature.com/scientificdata/2016/07/14/data-citations-at-scientific-data/#more-3779

http://blogs.nature.com/scientificdata/2016/07/14/data-citations-at-scientific-data/#more-3779


편집인(연구자, 저자)의 인식
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Background
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 Data sharing is the practice of making data used 
for scholarly research available to other 
investigators.

 Researchers can get benefit through data sharing 
policy. 

 They can replicate the analysis of data or can 
adopt other methodology for analysis.



Background
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 In Korea there are still a few number of journals 
that adopted data sharing policy

 Furthermore, the funding agencies still did not 
consider data sharing policy. 

 US NIH → Recommend data sharing

 It is time to consider and discuss on the data 
sharing policy in the researches supported by 
Government and public agencies.



Aims
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 The present status of adoption of and attitudes 
towards data sharing policy in scholarly journals 
published in Korea through web-based survey. 

 To provide the reasonable and effective way of 
introducing data sharing policy in scholarly 
journals in Korea.



Methods
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 From December 26, 2018 to January 3, 2019

 Survey was opened to 1055 persons who were listed in the 
member directory of both the Korean Council of Science 
Editors and Korean Federation of Science & Technology 

 Google survey was used.

 Four items comprised subjects’ info such as field, role, sex, 
and work year

 Two items consisted of journal’s language and year of 
launching.

 After that, the present status of data sharing policy, reason 
of adoption or non-adoption, further opinions were asked.

 Descriptive statistics was applied.



Results
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 Adoption  of data sharing policy

 Level of policy

 Reason of adoption

 Who deposit and where is deposited

 Reason not to adopt

 What is necessary to establish data sharing policy



 Results



 Results



 Results



 Results



 Results



https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/Journal-Authors/open-access/data-sharing-citation/data-sharing-policy.html

https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/Journal-Authors/open-access/data-sharing-citation/data-sharing-policy.html
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 Results



 Results



 Results



 Results



 Results



 Results



 Results



Conclusion

 Data sharing policies are still unfamiliar to some 
Korean editors.

 Numerous well-known foreign journals have adopted
data sharing policies.

 Only three editors deposited data to repository sites 
such as the Harvard Dataverse or Mendeley Data.

 According to Korean law, limitations exist based on the 
Enforcement Decree of the Personal Information 
Protection Act

 Training courses on data sharing are required in order 
to help editors understand such policies more lucidly



 Conclusion





THANK YOU
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